Boy Scout Troop 39 Handbook
Revised: 2/1/2005

Troop 39 Statement of Disciplinary Actions
A. Immediate Dismissal: To be used for most severe case when retaining scout is not in the
best interest of overall Troop objectives. If scout has earned his Eagle rank, consider
recommendation to National Council to revoke Eagle rank.
B. Disciplinary Action: To be used for less severe cases when retaining scout is in the best
interest of the scout and troop objectives.
Check options that apply below:
( ) 1. Continued total support and commitment of scout for Scout Leadership, Adult Leadership,
and all Troop activities. Participation and performance of scout expected to be at highest
possible level.
( ) 2. Continued total support and commitment of parents for Scout Leadership, Adult
Leadership, and all troop activities. Help scout to participate and perform at highest possible
level.
( ) 3. Attend all Monday night troop meetings and patrol meetings for a period of ____ months,
starting ____________ and ending ______________ (length of time determined by Adult
Leadership). Absence may be excused only when the Scoutmaster is contacted by a parent in
advance of the meeting.
( ) 4. Suspended from participation in all troop activities (except as specified by Adult
Leadership for a period of ____ months, starting ______________ and ending ___________.
(Length of time determined by Adult Leadership).
( ) 5. Probation for an indefinite period of time. Immediate dismissal from troop if scout fails to
meet terms of disciplinary action or involved in any discipline problems in the future.
( ) 6. Removal from troop membership.
Instructions: Prepare in duplicate. Sign both copies. Original remains in troop files. Copy given to parents.

Disciplinary Action accepted by:
Scout _______________________________________ Date __________________
Parents _____________________________________________________________
Authorized by: ____________________________________ (Scoutmaster)
____________________________________ (Committee Chairman)
Date of Action ____________________________________
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